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The City
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The County
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with
Local News
and
Local Pictures
-

United Press

IN OUR 78th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, February 16, 1957

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXVIII No. 41

BRIDGE 0 NORTH FOURTH TO BE REPAIRED
Lynn Grove Tops
Concord 89-64

Seen & Heard
L Around Murray

Pr( Measureme.nt Of
on Acreage Is
ow Available

9„

Jbat /
set the record straight,
Mry . B. Bailey is chairman of
aare Sewing Service of the Murray HOspital Auxiliary. and Miss
Regina Senter is chairman of
the Library Service. Mrs. Edwin
Larson is president of the- auxiliary. We got the names and
positions fouled up in a story
iesterday.

v

If you want to see sorne fancy
basketball, attend
the junior
tournament at Faxon Sohixi! on
Monday and Tilesday. Thoae kids
may lack finesse and polish, but
they are long on effort.
L. D. Miller brought out a good
-- point--to- the city council in his
talk before them about cleaning
up the city. Rats breed on filth,
he pointed out, and one pair of
rats can. in (Inc year, produce
1306 rats.
By cleaning up the trash' and
debris, etc.. ahe breeding places
of rats are destroyed and they
move UOt.
The two .ditches that run through
*town avail take the cooperation
of everystneateho lives along the
ditches No trash, garbage, or
debris should ever be placed in
the ditches, and unchregrewt11 in
the center el the ditch sh6uld
be remits ed so as nut to impede
the progress of the water.
Things growing on the side of
the ditch do not hurt, since they
prevent erosion bs the water,
but there should be nothing ifl
the center.
Trellis Seaford is beck at J. T.
Hale Motor Sales as a mechanic.

Mrs. Nash
.T
•I% ins Prize
On Painting
Mas, William Nash, art directif the Murray City schools,
375 fur her painting "Anaimn Flowers" in the Kentuelty
West(yan
College
Exhibit
of
lirawing and Painting, iinnouricr
I Prof. J. C. • Houser Jr. or the
rt staff at Wesleyan.
The prize,'dffered by the Ideal
aiire. Milk Co.. is for.the most
aeptilar painting_ in the exhibitam,
"Autumn Flowers" - was shown
in the first antmal - Art Alumni
(Continued on Page Six)
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Vernon Jackson
Is Resting Well
„
Mrs.

Mr
Verii7en Jackson is a pat iena, at the Murray Hospital
wile% she was admitted a week

ago. Her mop number is ps:
Mrs. Jackson's condition is eatiefactory, according to
'hospital
report,
Mr. Jackeon sia owner of thi
Jackson Red46-Shiip in Murray.
/a -

eat er

South Marshall
Defeats Kirksey

•

Dr. Conrad Jones
Is Feeling Better

r.oin s

Murray Falls To
North Marshall

t

Baseballers To
Begin Here April 5

Colts Drop Host
Almo 69 to 55

Jean Greerie Is
Recuperating From
Recent Operation •

Ely UNITED PRE4S
Southwest Kentucky -- Partly
cloudy and colder today and toe, night. high today 44, low tonight
32. Sunday partly cloudy- arid a
little warmer in the afternoon.
Some 5:30 a. m. temperetures:
Covingten 29. Paducah 30, Bowling Green 33. Lexingotn 31, Loridon 35. Louisville 33 and Wip:
e kineeille
•
-e- Evanseltle, Ind., 31.

Murrayans Pledge
To MSC Fraternity

Walter Adams Back
Home From Hospital

Circuit Court In
Recess For Weekead

This Week's Balance Sheet
In The Hot And Cold Was

,rhe

Lassiter Urged
l To Make Race

Carl Lancaster
Funeral Is Sunday

-

Report

Contract To Be Let In March
,
To Build Permanent Structure

e I.ynn Grove gym was
lain-packed with partisan fans
Premeasurement of 1957 cotas Calloway County's two ton
Louis‘ ale, Ky. —The Memphis
Conference .of the- Methotist -chteams clashed head-on in a con- ton acreage by the county ASC
,
urch will kiln Kentucky MethodThe Stale fligilwaS- Department soon in SODA` of the priijects,
Test that gave the Wildcats an- is available to Calloway Count:
'lie Goodists in taking a special flood re- will let a contract in March however he ...stated that a 'three
other mark on the victory side cotton pri tscers,.
lief offering for hard-hit East- on improvements to North Fourth year' plan covered the projects
of the record book with an 89- win, Chairinan of the ASC Committee reported yesterday.
ern Kentucky. it was announced Street, according to a report as a wholon
64 triumph over the New Con"The producer 'is required to
made by Darrell Shoemaker to
. Watkins.
Mrs.. Robert Smith appeared
Twenty-five candidates h a d Include Max Churchill, coroner; by William
cord Redbirds.
pay for. this service," he said.
Last week the bishop's an- the City Council, in their, regular before the council and urged
officially filed fur election to 9 Waylon Rayburn, county judge:
It was the tenth consecutive
The • estpblish.ed rate, re $/1,00
nounced
meeting
that
test
Sunday
•
-night.
February
that something be done concerncounty and city offtces by 4130 ' Bob McCuiston, city judge; Ranvictory in County- competition per- train plus 25
cents .pecsiacre
7E. had beemsalected as the date
Shoemaker said that plans and ing surface water in the area
p.m: yesterday, - ,,a id
for Coach John- Cannon's squad over 5 acres.
Randall dall Patterson, county- co u r t
specifications
have been prepar- around her home. She told the
for an appeal for $86.800, the.
and •theirl second victory over
Robert Young, tax . cornAny producers desiring this Patterson. County- Ceurt Clerk.. .clerks
ed to construct a permanent type council that water pools- itt her
The latest was - A. A. !*Red", missiener; Ed Burkeen, jailer; tatimatea .,mount of flood damCoach Hargis' Redbirds.
service must file a written reage to Methodist churches, par- bridge at the -culvert in front backeard and under her house
Talented To in my McNeeley queat with, tht county office tr. Doherty who entered w ha t and others.
ya
, noway County Lumber and has no .way to get Out. sonages and the personal prop- sdmithpeanC
tirumises, to be a torrid sheriff's
scored on a foul shot shortly March IS.
Judge Rayburn drew a chat: erte of ministers.
C
The council said that a survey
race The Penny farmer was the lenger .in LA-4.111 Hale, tette anafter the tip off to start on the-In recent years the water would be made as quickly as
The decision by Memphis Confourth- candiddte to announce for nounced his candidacy- for county ference leaders to participate in from the creek
road to a sizzling 46 points as
that _runs under possible in order to alleviate
the office'- of incumbent Brigham rudge, Thursday. Churchill. who the flood relief offering brings North Feurth street, has eraderi
edded proof that Calloway has
the situation. It was generally
Futrell who eannot succeed him- has been -tinopposed in past elec- the total number of churches to the soil under the road. bed conceded
more thar. one net-burning artis.
that the natural drainself.
Lynn Grove held a commandtions for his office •of coroner, 1628. The conference includes and in some places -there., is a age of the water had been. inter•
Several
ing lead at every quarter' stop
incumbents are seek- , has- not been challenged thus Western Tennessee and the ex- space between the ground and (erred with.. with the extensive
The,South Marshall Rebels deas the smooth click of teamwork feated the visiting_ Kirksey High Uig re-election, however. They far this year. Hatton Garner who treme western counties of Ken- the roadway of twe feet.
building that has gone en in
and driving lay-ups by' Mc- School Eagles 81-57 last night.
lost to incumbent Cpunty Court tucky.
A very heavy vehicle could the area, causing the channeling
Neeley sent the score upward.
Clerk Patterson 4 years ago has
Watkins has described the need' break through the' roadway as of water.
It was a battle of high scoring
Billy 'Buchanan, Concord cen- guards as the two :quids. met
unofficially announced for that area as one of "emergency and it new stands. The erosion under
L. D. Miller, executive-secretary
ter, paced the losers with a 23 and little Rob Darnell sank 34
e(lice again.
dire need", in a message to mi- the roadway has been a gradual of the Murray Chamber of Comprocess. but it has ni(w reached merce appeared before the counpoint production:
Burkeen. present county jailer, nisters at the two-state area.
to edge Marshall's WilkHeaviest church damage, esti- the point that there may be cil. to request cooperation in a
Lynn Grove
27 13 72 89 ins with 33, ahd to walk away
Dr. Conrad Jonte, is feeling is faced with the most opposivehicles-breaking cleanup campaign to beacenductttangor
New Concord
- It 21 49 64 with scoring helloes as he con- better' following an s attack of tion as -soi...itaers-erandidatee have mated sat. $16.000.: -war.. ag
ed in April.
tinued his climb to the .1000 intestinal flu the past three days. filed for the poeition -to which Methodist church, Pikeville. As through into the ditch'.
Lynn Grove (89)
Shoemaker said that since the
much as 80-90', of the church
He said that an effort would
Forwards: J. Armstrong
5. mark.
Dr. Johes resides with his wife, he seeks re-election: They are
Manning 1. Crouch 7, L. ArmMcCuiston. Luther4 Suggs, membership was affected by the highway department is main- be made to clean up. paint up
Four players hit the double the former Miss Evelyn Lock- Joe
several communities. One taining CS 641, which runs and fix up in Murray. to make
strong 2.
figures to give the Rebels their hart, and their two daughters settecooper, B.
McCage. Bry- flood in
.a of its mem- through Murray. they will re- it more presentable to not only
church reported 98'
an
Nanney.
Center: Paschall 9, Lamb 3.
and
Williard
21st victory.
Gordon.
at '130; Poplar Street.
place the culvert and build a visitors this summer, but to
beship hit.
Cohen
Gtiards: Warren 14, Burt 2. South Marshall ... 27 49 70 91
Stubblefield,
who
reDr. Jones' office is located in
The personal losses suffered permanent structure.
Murrayans themselves_
cently
McNeeley 46.
resigned
as
-1232 45 57 the Houstan-IVIcDevitt Clinic.
deputy sheriff,
Kirksey •
families of the flooded churAfter the bridge is completed,
by
He also urged that the two
was
the
first to file for sheriff
Now Concord (64) •
S. Marshall (91)
factor
a
be
that
expected
the
to
it is then
ches are expected
main ditches through the town
in the Democratic primary. May
Forwards: Roe land 8. Parker
Forwards: Miller 17,` Green,
the
of
support
department will widen and re- be cleaned, sprayed and kept
which will make
28. Others are Weedrow Rick1, Willoughby 6.
Rose. Ross 6, Jones. Bohanan.
churches more difficult in the surface North Fourth street from clean from not only the standman, Doherty, and Trellis BigCenter Buchanan 23.
Centers: Portis 16. •Mathis.
officials
Maas- street to Chestnut.
next few months,,church
point of beauty, but from one of
gest
Guard" Stutibtefield !L. HenGuards: Butler 19, Mergan, J.
,
. T.itesaa,S.aat wil; Ire made twa heal aarsaasssa
don 4, Browner 3. Marr 2.
James Blalock is the only
York, Wilkins 33. D. York,- Lents.
feet wider eti each side, making
Mayor Hirt pledged support
North, Marshall's Jets defeated
candidate who has announced for
p.
Kirksey (57)
an excellent entrance int() the of the city in the cleanup camthe Murray High School Tigers
circuit court clerk. now held fa
Forwards: Falwell 4, McCaleity from the mirth.
68-52 last might.
George
Weaks. Severaf are,art \ •
Ion, W. Edwards, Crouse.
Mayer George ..Hart 'read a
Parking problems on South
The Tigers were out in (rant
far• magistrate seats in the cia.
Centers: Manning 8. Reeder 6.
letter from Thomas Cutler. En- Third street, and in *areas around
14-11 at the end of the first
and county. They include K. B.
Guards: Crick 4. Garrison 1,
gineer. Manager of the State the college came in for conquarter step" but were trailing
McCuiston.
Development program. in siderable discussion. A fire plug
M. Workman.
Darnell 34. Adams. 0 Edwards,
Murray State Thorough- Urban
25-28 at halftime. Murray was
The
Earl Adams. Allmon Willoughby,
which Mr. Cutler outlined some on Hamilton near the Carlos
The Murray . Training School
a serious threat until they sufbaseballers will officially
bred
improvements tr city streets in- Outland heme came in for disR. S. Elkins. W. D. Steely. and
Colts dropped.' host' Almo. last
1957...seasen here
fered a last pekod letdown as
H. C. Hamp Ellis. All have not open their
Murray. These streets are high-. cussion because it is hidden
night, 69-35, to record their
four Tigers played the last stanza
against David Lipscomb,
.
5
April
filed with the ceunty court. clerk.
ways or are considered vital many times by automobiles, a•hich
fourth triumph over county
yestersaid
Sauter
with four personal (pule that I
Waldo
links or access routes between is against regulations
Others have dropped hints of Coach
'
let
the
Marshall
day.
Countians assuring each
highways.
The Chief if Pelice was told
candidate valid
The Colts jumped into a 15-9
stretch their six
Sateen who just received his
point third opposition.
Cutler stated in his letter that to use a wrecker Ili pull in
•
first period lead and were out
his
octorate will be entering
(esild begin incorrectly 'parked cars in re%1/4Jean Greene' is recuperating at quarter lead tit their final 18
' is• hap, s
ln front at every quarter stop. his home after undergoing sur- point margin.
third year at the Racer helm. Hi
stricted areas around the college,
Bills. Rimers and Tommy Mar- gery January 7 at the Methodist
Hall took scoring, honors
will call a general meetins
especially near the fire plug
shall spearheaded the Murray Hospital in Memphis.
a .21 point performance. Bu,March 25 at 7:00 p.m. for al.
mentioned and on Hughes Ave.
Training effens,ive attack with
me
try
to
wishing
anon
students
paced
the
losers
MSC
with
-Mr. Greene said he was work- ;
The owner of the car will have
19 and 18 points respectivekv. ing at the Union Carbide Plant N. Marshall
for the team.
11 28 51 a
to pay the wrecker charge, plus
PasNancy
and
Crag()
William
Pritchett tabbed 18 for the Warwith,
finished
Breds
Last year's
14 25 45 52
Paducah, where he has been Murray
costs.
pledges
new
are
Murray
riors top effort.
chall
of
Walter
5-4
Adams,
a
including
'is
said to be a 9-10 record
N. • Marshall (68)
Jack Bryan. Superintendent of
for some time, whenl
emiyed
»
resting atiatisiacorily at his home- seasonal win over OVC champs to the Tau Kapp A Alpha na- the Murray Gas -System. reportMurray Tr.
15 35 48 69 he received a back injury.
(Continued on Back Page)
Murat
fraternity
on•Nerth
Almo
speech
Fifth
tional
street. since Le- Tennessee Tech, one of only two
9 25 39 55
ed that 320Aumes are now using
He said as a result it the in- '
in-if- released teem the Murray they dropped.
ray State College.
natural gas:
jure he had ti have a reptured
Murray Training (69)
Hi spital last weekend
The second reading was made
disc removed from the lower
Mr. Adams is reportedly sufif lbe ordinance efificerningz setFerwards: Rogers 19. Stiller 16, part of his spine.
feting from a recent attack of
tiny' the salary of the Mayor
Vaughn.' Thompson.
Mrs. Greene. says her husband
influenza and a heart condition.
and City Judge. and the erdinCenters: L. Parker 7, M. Park- is resting as well a. ran be exa
Le
a as a patient at the hiepital
Circul: Cotiorrtry.ae'a s
ress.ei
er.
pected and than hit recovery is
wh
the jury was fur approximately aine week.
Guards: John Shroat 7. Mar- reported ti be satisfactory. Ile disqualified
He is the father ef six chilIn the James' . King
shall 18. Jerry Shroat 2.
probabla• will not be able to
S M kurta y Memorial Gardens dren, t we of - whien MAO'Their
return tut work in • the n e a _I ,ziaatt._....dilitelt ins-silted a debt.
Atm° (55-)
home in Murrey. They are Mra
French Premier Guy Mullet and
By CHARLES M. McCANN
Fora a Hs: Peeler 13, Reeves, future.
case will be placid wi Charles Miller o gihd Clebourne United Press Staff Correspondent British Prime Minisaer Harold
Pritchett 18.
Mr. and _Mrs. Greene and theirs:a docket at the next term (it Adams.
The week's good and had news Macmillan:
Center: Leven 10.
nine year old daughter. Gl.itri,! court. Court will resume Mendes
Mr. Adams was eighty years
British Defense Minister Dunbalance
international
the
on
Guards: Phillips at, McCarty 10. live at 402 South Fourtlaagtreet.iwith a cimeleninatein
old •on Christmas Day.
can Sandys announced plans for
sheeta 4
a__—____
•
_ drastic ickision of defense plans.
Russia
Soviet Russia launched a big
MIK
Russia opened its attack - on
diplomatic campaign against the
•
t
foreign
policies
in
the American
for
Doctrine
Eisenhower
skispaaatiees if ciaints- - farmers
Middle Fast' and United Slates' notes to the United States. Great
-Britain and France and in, a re- ter government sharing on
• lefense policies in genetal.
a
ceneereation (ACP!?
The -White House announced quest for a United Nations de- and •water
1"‘
practices le be carried out an- hat President Eisenhower will bate on the "question 'if aggres1957 should be filed at the
al
-j• hold 'separate conference with sive aets by the United.States
censtituting a threat ti, peace local ASC aiffice by March
Eulie Goodwin. Chairman of the
and security."
In the notes, aSeviet Foreign County ASC Committee said
.,
. •
Minister Dmitri Shepilev pro- yesterday.
There will be ne tarm to (Continued on Back Page)
tarns canvass to accept cost sharing requests; therefere kt is the
The Ledger and Times. learned
responsibility lit the iddividual
'eclat that friends of Charlie
farmer te file a request in the
Laasiter are urging him to make
county office during the sign-up.
he race for State Representative.
period.
Lassiter could not be contactAla early filing of request
ed today for a positive statement
Tha funeral of Gar! Lancaste.- means approval_ so that farmers
concerning his intentions.
e.ho passed 'away suddenly sae • may get. their ceriseryation work -terday morning, viall be held underway as soon as weather
tomorrow at 2-(X)
uermita,
Bro. John Brion and Bro. Den' , Conservation Pr ac I Ic es fc't
Kcster will conduct with burial which cost sharing is offered in,
The old Utter (lace school is pictured aoove as it was about Rubye Holland, Reba Larnip, Carrie wogarcr, simma neei (teacher),
in the city cemetery.
1957 include:
permanent
E.etablishing
forty-five years ago. The picture above is owned by Mrs. Chettye Ruth Melugin, Kathleen Lovins, Connie Redden, Reba Utterback.
Active pallbearers will be Dick . Ill
The Derces Sunday School
Sykes, Frank Sykes. Jack Sykes. grass-legume' seedings for !toil
Ward Shipley and shows grades 1 through 8. The old school wa, Chettye Ward, Donnie Wrather, Trudie Wrather.
Class will meet at the First BapSecond row, left to right: Toy Bailey, Perry Thurmond, Burley tist Church at 7:30 Tuesday Cleo Sykes. Richard Tuck anii protection. (2) Applying liming
locdted North of Murray on the Benton Road in the area where
Bill Treas.
•
material er rock phesphate in
Scott. Baron Lamb, Liza Spann. Celia 'Spann. Martha Spann. Nellie evening, February 19.
Futrell's Used Auto Parts is now located.
Honorary pallbearers will be farmland , for soil improvement.
Spann, Lome Adams, Alice Lovins, Evie Johnson, Grace Bogard,
The pastor. Dr. H. C. Chiles,
Buel Edmonds. , Hoyt Roberts (31 Establishing a strip crnpping
The school was on the West s;de of the highway. The picture Revs Dglesey, Eunene MacCollum, Elsie Boggess, Irene
Boggess, will be , the Speaker.
John 11. Trotter. W , D. Sykes.- system. (41 Constrecting wells
is in good condition and is now a prized possession of Mrs. Shipley. Cletus Ward, John Williams. Cecil Holland, William Scott, Noble
Group I, with Group Leader Owen West,
Frank Haigis. Fred (5) constructing ponds 6i umrBack row, left to right: Ernest Baily, Zelner Thurmond, Orlie Hopkins, Hafford Overby.
Mrs. Codie Caldwell, will be in Hargis. Ray
'Buckinaham. Carl proving a stand 7i1 forest trees
Workman, Ottis Wood, L. D. Slaughter, Oscar Holland, Grace ParFirst row, left to right: Dick Melugin, John Bailey, Porter Dock. charge of the meeting.
Kingins. Glen - Doesua. Urban tea eatabiisiaing, sod. Waterways.
ker (teacher), Toy Bailey, Charity Hart, Will Williams, Bessie try, Minnie Williams, Jewell Williams. James Utterback, 0th,
The class president. Mrs. Fred Starks. Albert Crider. Kenneth 18) constructing terraces
91
Swann. Cecil Thurmond, Ethel Diuguid, Audie Putnam, Eura Thur. 'Ward. Sally Spann. Cross Spann. Tulip Spann, Hazel Adams,
Bea- Workman, and the elasa teacher. Owen and Kelle. Outland.
seeding annual crops fee sumrno-nd, Valarie Ray. Ellen Adams. Edna DiugUid, Coy Lovins.
trice Curd. Scott girl (did not know oarne, Vadie Johnson, Helen Mrs. Myrtle J -Wall, encourage.
The Max. H. Churchill Funeral mer cover. (101 establishing conThird row, left to right: Lena Williams, Gertrude Scott. Victor Scott, Pearl Dockery, John Bogard, Orville Bogard. ClE0oey
Holland, every member to make a speciil Home is' in charge of arranges tour farming -of raw 'crops on
Eldridge. °Lome Bourland, Sylvia Curd: Unknown, M. V. Boggess. Huron Redefen.
effort .b.)....atteneL-lhe memos&
•
land.
".•

14

'It is a teugh jaib I ake a pill at
water fountain
A. person has
sort of s allbw upside down,

25 Have Filed In
County Races

Methodists And
Baptist To Take
Up Special' Offering
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Dorcus Class To= Hear Dr. Chiles

1t1st Apply
For Cost
Sharing. ACP
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tolurray - Eastern Meet Tonight
Will Vie For Third Place I
PARADE
ou ass 1
Spit In OVC Conference
SPORTS
Laste.Night
__ • ._ _

-

' JAMES C. WiLLIAMS. PUBLISHER

lit

SATURDAY - FEBRUARY 16, 1957

, •iir

_

is

,...'41 ,;neelers .tatbe.Eclaner..4
.___Elinsen toot ban pies. F.._ ,tpi.,,al
4 rettee.
,
I
ritjat -4.•-hte*ftof.-.1.1ay 44.1...'
e l',..,.., \nese nes,, whicil in our opuiion are not for the bets ether schools traasterred t s Mur- ,
•
eV State' this . year mad ere on 'I
•
aterne, ist our reeders. '
tur spring practice.
“..,
..Aliu:,;?, I. itn.PRESENTATIVES.: WALLACE WITAIER CO„ 1301. 7The list released t v .
_Aurae& _n_neinebts. Ten.. SaW Pa-ck Ave., New York; 307 N. retschig.e. ' s ..„,_ ns. es. nnis 1,„:"t.";- 1 - , t, .
Murray State
•_Host Murray State and Eastern
By OSCAR FRALEY
Wt.
1
Ht.
13...lystor. St . 13 .sroa.
. "VVins
Pus.
sn. nen ,
.s. Suli.van.
kentucky will fight - it out for
192
6-4
F
watrous
ad_ovc
•
1
•
in
tonight
I
third
place
1cgseei
1
r•e•
Preis
Writer
United
ts
503i
pes
per week 90c.
-iCRIPTIO.N RATIS: By tarrter
e
11/1.SPL
180
6-3
s• •
F
tne Tent - NI',is"pee Sr"'•
eenes Taken.
:heir
'making
tnic.iiinter
YO.,
NEW
.achare
eacenei-lea. Le Celinway _laud AAP:lung_ entunii.e.s, per year S3_50, Lint
C . -6-9
eerrepente, - - - Dirersanere- 0 ineetting in- a 'Season `which 'hese Suitins
:
,
r
e
,
-.J.:!C.s....'
.
nehol
P
A capacity (Tr:Aka r cornea Vii. i_I;.gi.r.s rt..a...:Ing 40. to 20. After 1- a180
6-0
,G
e en:ere:11y of Teniteesee by MeinMarginet
ist frustration for both. . .
'
swot id'a
straight y utirs :h
180
---Paducah at the' last game on the heriw 'a third quarter score 'of 46-40,
d-2
G
item
Don
Darnell
State
'
,•n•s
'I.
conference:
1
in
batting
ae
are
traillinik41012..
Both
hen
to 3:au: hinttenn!sv player,
ttire-cid at tile Pc•St Otncs. elerray. KenrpckY. tor
_
eeaassoin :list night to see Dunglasa '.Thitiglass began to pun away to
, t lie_ Venderbilt Unnersity.
sett today as .iii.. siaticie patsy PldY: the Maroons; with a 3-ll
Seeteni•Ciass• Matter
the
a's
.
gnme
at -75-58.
Wade 11.,rper. Cicro. et i • FI.-- prove '!het they were strenger
I
•
record enci the lireds dangle-is
r- - - __
of ad time.
--•
Hinh Sehoont. h.. 1,7:11is copped scoring honors
i tele Snats Univerets . BA, Seh- titan On Pr•.3-itleace
.
- FEBRUARY ,16, 1957. It's ail ,a inetter• ut money. with 4 wins in 8 contests. They
. .t•SATULZ.DAY
.• a
_
Pressitete eet can-A:lies _inclucied I :s eh 34 .with Boyle of Providence
i acie. pettniit.!?dish.. (inset ,36-tea. 1
tau. whin: Paa.!.. hie- ".• n't the should •toe capable el producue,
I Coll4ge; Bob FergusortniLexing- the crew:wig of then-queen ef ; sening 14 and Davis 16.
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FIVE BRITISH COLONIES (circled) In the West Lndles would be termed Into a Caribbean Federation
under a plan hanging tire in London. They are Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, Barbados, and the
WIndward Islands and Leeward Islands. Capital would be a District of Columbia-like area near
Bridgetown. Barbados. Colonies opposed to federation include British Honduras and British Guiana.
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Why Take A
Tuberculin
Test?

DORSEY STRICKEN

Anti-Worry
Pills Cause
For Worry

NEW YORK MS.— The jam
au, New York statk courts increases in almost a irect rata:
with the increasing- umber of
rertemobites- on the state's highways.
The trend js national, and
ante insurance people who pay
a large part ot the settlement
costs say "claim consciousness"
is ,a big factor. ,
It's not the only factor — cars
are getting more numerous and
more expensive to repair, and
there ate more accidents. But
the biggest increase in all the
claim categories of auto insurance Is in the fields of bodily
injury and medical payments.
People are making bigger and
bigger-claims for "loss of, wasp.",
and.- "pain and suffering," one
insurance company said. "Thera
is growing feet:trig. that people
should be compensated heavily
for accidents regardless of fault,"
an *executive said.
57 Per Cent Rise
"In the five pears from 1951
to .1956 the average per claim
cost of all bodily injury claims
rose '57 per cent. Jury awards,
which usually involve bodily injury claims, rese .18 per cent

WICHITA, Kan., Feb. 8 ell _—
Bandleader Jimmy Dorsey became ill suddenly Thursday night
and was hospitalized here.
_ The nature of the illness waS
not disclosed by attendants at
Wesley Hospital. Later he was
moved to another location but
other hospitals refused to conIf sales of the new tranquilizSometime during the school firm or deny he was a patient.
Band members said he under- ing drugs are any indication
year your children will probably
went
surgery
recently.
the entire nation is sitting on
come .home with the announceThe anxious seat. Doctors are
ment that they . are going to
beginning to be alarmed at the
have tuberculin tests. In more
BILLS, filt.LS, BILLS
American people's rush to buy
and more communities adults,
these "anti-worry" pills.
too, 'are being asked to have
WASTIINGTON ail — More
There's no doubt that the new
this simple skin test. What's it than 9,000 bills were intrexhiced
drues . have been a great hell
all about?
.
..
in 'the House nf Representatives
A tuberculin test will show during the first 13 miens of in treating certain types of pawhether or not you have been the 84th Congress. More than tients in mental hospitals. Doeinfected with the germs that 1,000 House resolutions were sub- eirs _find their quieting action
valuable for patients suffering
cause tuberculosis. It does not mitted.
Eisenhower
President
abnormal anxiety—that is, when
show whether or not you have
signed 880 bills into law in the
the dregs are taken under propel
the disease.
same period.
supervision.
- Thera are three major values
Unfortunately, the drugs aren't
in having this -test.. First, for
the individual. If the skin test are relativela few. health auth- always taken under proper coniS
positive, a chest X-ray and orities can often _track down ditions or for sufficient reason
other tests can be made to find that open. case. This is impor- Feople for whom the druga' ha',r
out whether gnu acivally have tant protection for the health been prescribed are handing them
, rut to their friend* as if thee
!TB. IL ,yaist-isaves, a treatment Can, ufsathe whole rommunity.,
The tined value of the test were as harmless as aspirin
begin at once. The sonnner treatment begins the better the chan- is in tuberculosis epidemiology There are rumors of large "black
the tratie
'
ce for full recovery. . If the —a big word meaning the broad. market" peddling of
prescription,
without
quilizers
disease has not developed, you're study of how . 'TB is !spree
lucky. But more thah that, you've among groups of -people. Tuber- contrary to regulations of the
had fair _warning to take good culin testing of large groups Food and Drug Administration
Like many cat h er valuable
care of your - general health of people at regular intervoar
Intection need not lead to di- adds knowledge important in drugs, tranquilizers are not harmsease unless you let down our planning national. staie and com- less. Their actien in the boda
has only been partially establishbody's defenses against TB.
- munity TB control programs.
That's quite a lot of good ed. For instance, it's known that
• The tuberculin test is also
detective device. For example, to come out of a little prick they quiet a noisy, overactive
if. a child has a negative reaction with a needle. So, when you're person without destroying' his
to the test one year and a asked to have a tuberculin test, contact with reality. But menpositive reaction the next year. stand up and take it like zr tal faculties are somewhat dulSt's clear that he has come, int,- soldier. Yourll be helping defene led and abilities are impaired
chs e contact e h an sa'': (1,15C yiairsel f. your community am' There have been fa,e's of dangerous side affects such Pc disof TB. S'nce a chad's c name: sour vennty against TB.
tributed settee of balance, nausea
sturicre tremors, swelling a n
even collapse - of blood vessels
They can make mental depres'ion even deeper. and suicidesValve been reported as an aftermath.
This is bed enough but theta
is perhaps an even greater dam,
er. The anti-worry pill boot':
reflects a widespread tendenc•
to try to find - peace of nun
I through easy formulas. Norms.
anxiety is not undesirable. It'
an emotional signal. warning te '
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WHILE RUMORS of a British royal rift were being officially denied
at Buckingham Palace, Queen Elizabeth II (bottom,right) attended
the races io London. She is shown being helped with her coat by the
Duke of Norfolk. She was reportedly "very angry" over published
repprts mentionirg her husband, Duke of Edinburgh. He is shown
(top, left) with the Van DyRe beard he hod grown during his fourMonth world tour on ,the royal yacht, Britannia. Hints of strained
relations gained,circulation at the Duke accepted the resignation
.of his old friend arid private secretary, La Cnmdr. Michael Parker
(top, right), who quit during the tour berause of marital difficulty
and 2retasened to London. The Queen was reportedly., tiPset over
publicity attending the resignation. • (International Bedew/Wes) ,

tion in portions of the world
where malnutrition and liver ailments are widespread, she said.
Dr. Vincent P. Dole, Who dovlsed the use T,f low-protein diets
St the, Rockefeller Institute hosMal, said magazine articles have
pnblished such diets but have
given insuficient ' warning of the
need for,,mealiealasupervishin.
Without such F u perdsion 'a
weight:loser undergoes aa risk of
Seriolls liver damage," Dole raid
High-protein diets are safer and
more satisfying, Miss Campbell
explained. •

MISERY LIKES COMPANY
DETROIT t
— Although
Thomas Olsowy, 20, was hot
able to secure the release fsom
jail of his buddy, police did give
him the opportunity to console
his friend.
When Olsowy demanded to
know why his friend had been
arrested
s, on a reckless driving
charge, police remembered there
was a warrant issued for 01sowy's arrest last December and
put him in the same cell with
his buddy.

•ATTRACTIVE
• ECONOMICAL

RIPITINC
PHONE 55

Warning Given On
Low Protein Diet
ES

Out Of Court Settlements
The most common claims are
those resulting from auto accidents: But some of the biggest
ones in recent years have arisen
from the big transportation tragedies of the same period.
The collission of the liners
Andrea Doria and Stockholm resalted in 50 deaths, innumerable
injuries and at least $85 million
in third-party claims. T hese
claims range from one woman's

suit of $1,550,000, for loss of
her husband and ,one child and
the injury to herself and another child, to claims of a few
hundred dollars to -compensate
for lost baggage.
The twb- lines are putting up
$6.2 million in bonds, expected
by insurance sources to be sufficient for settlement of the
claims.
The 1950 Thanksgiving Eve
wreck of two. Long Island Railroad trains killed 79 persons,
injured hundreds and cost the
railroad's liability underwriters
an estimated $11.5 million. The
original suits totaled roughly
eight times that amount.
Every ma)or airline crash results in millions of dollars worth
of claims and 'lawsuits.
But most of thees big cases
are handled by international insurance combines. It's the individual cases that the American
firms are concerned with and
there appears to be no limit to
their increase.

• MPH QUALITY

gross.

— Several
CHICAGO —
authorhies on low -protein diets
have spoken up against the use of
a such diets as found in magazines
and books withaut close medical
•
stipervision
Chief hazard of the use of lOwprotein dies is damage to the
liver said 'lila Campbell. nutrition director of the National Live
Stock and . Meat Board.
. Low-protein diets set forth in
, magazines and books provide I
a protein intake whier is lowera

By JEROME BRAZDA
United Press Staff Correspondent

cost of living and the rise in
insurance premiums.
In the 1945-46 judician year
Bw aVet-10-1/6rdIeriti-jiiiy Triab
before the New York state Supreme Court resulted in a judgement of $5,298. During the 195556 - judicial year, the average
judgment was $10,329.
The sums involved ranged all
the way from insignifcant amounts to settlements in excess
of $200,000.
Insurance men blame both the
greater frequency and increasing
size of suits on "claims consciousness." People hear of big claims
for aches of the body and, heart
and this inspires them to sue
for "10. times the amount they
expect to get," one insurance
agent said. "They don't realize
how many of these suits never
get to court or .. are cut way
down to size when they do,"
he said.
How much a person gets, if
any, is not based on any formula.
Most of the claims are settled
out of. court. When they do go
to trial the award is up to the
jury and the amount is contingent on a host of obvious human
factors.

For

tention. If we dull anxiety we
can also dull incentive. Whn
will happen es a nation drifting'
veacefelly along in a 'haze pi
happiness pille.?
The healthy individual, tie
;
healthy nation must be alert le
existing problems, must wort
threagh anxiety to achieve pm

Ans.

Number Of Auto
Drivers On Increase

NEW YORISs
— A ship
collisfon results in an estimated
$85 million in damage claims.
An automobile collision spawns
a $500,000 lawsuit. Courts are
so jammed that in some cities
it takes more than three years
to get a case before a jury.
An inflating national trend toward more and bigger damage
claims is giving insurance companies the jitters, a United Press
survey - showed today. The results are heavy losses by insurance companies, resultant rises in premiums, the need for
greater coverage — and more
lawsuits.
In New York State the flood
of cases is getting so bad that
in Queens County, part of New
York City, an aggrieved party
Blame Insurance Laws
filing a damage suit tomorrow
Some insurance executives can expect to wait 46 months,
blame compulsory insurance_ laws nearly four years, before his
—now in effect in New York case comes up for trial.
and Massachusetts — and finanAward Bigger Sums
cial responsibility laws for part
In addition, juries are awardof the rise in claims.
They believe the lea's may ing bigger sums, on the average,
make people ieen more claim at a rate far outstripping the
conscious and, in the long run,
result in more eladims and high- tion to the problem of excessive
er premium rates.
claims, insurance men say, beThere appears to be a popular cause you can't regulate or legisreeling, they say, that since late anyone's conscience.
there is nothing personal in
The best solution is at the
filing a claim with an insurance source, one executive said—"If
company that it's sort of a pepple would drive more caregame.
fully there wouldn't be so many
There appears to be no sole- accidents."

BRITISH ROYAL RIFT RUMORED ,

•

PAGE THREE

in a single year (1956 over
1955),"' he., said.
It is common for both -parties
in - an auto collision to file
claims even if one party appears to be fatgrantly in the
wrong. A sorOback that develops
after a collision can be the
basis for a claim for thousands
of dollars.
Many times the claims are
rustifiable and no more than
adpuate to cover medical expenses or loss of wages. But
many other times they are not
and the plaintiff will settle out
of court for a small fraction
of theoriginal demand or even
&op the claim entirely.
A large percentage of drivers
toddy a,re covered with liability
insurance and some insurance
officials say there is a growing
tendency to try milking the
companies of every possible dollar. Many companies say they
have lost heavily on liability
insurance in recent years.

Letter Heads
Envelopes
Statements

Tickets
Forms
Circulars, Ect.

QUALITY PRINTZIG,FOR ALL OCCASIONS DONE PROMPTLY AND ECOVOMICALLY -
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SATURDAY — FEBRUARY 16,' 19811r
NIMOINNIMMIN••••••••811. IVI3=•///•• a aft,
with the best of them, Pat CrowMrs. Paul Gargus
ley, It's been going on for a while
now, and she's convinced herself
P)-esents Mission
that. it's good.
Activities
Club News
Study For Circle
She has two seasons-firs, she
likes steady employment which
The First Baptist Church MisBy JACK SCHEMEIL
sion on South Ninth Street xUnited Press Staff Correspondent isn't always assured here for muW
Locals
PARIS -41- Now that Ingrid sical performers, and second, it
tended was the scene of se
ic, Burkeen, Editor. . . Phone 694-M-4 or 763-j
t
h
e
Circle
V
of
meeting
cit
has finished her "Elena. boosts her self-esteem by showing
Bergman
• Waman's Missionary Society cif,
.
et les Hommes" (Elena and the successful versatility.
Men), those who worked with "Hollywood „just doesn't toy?
the church held on Wednesday,'
February 13. at two - thirty
her are as enthusiastic about her out enough musicals to keep singo'cloc in the afternoon. .
as wore Hollyyoodians a decade ers and dancers busy." she said.
"That's why I think this trendMrs. Paul Gargus presented
or so ago.
the study of the firSt two chap"She is the queen yf actresses," this is my third dramatic partters of the book,- -Home Missions
Aaid -Jean Renoir, her director. is a darn good thing for me."
Murray Weman's Club will have
Monday. February 18
Not Like Work Now
which
is
the
annual-misUSA",
Greta Garbo gave up mov"Since
The Penny Homemakers Club an open meeting at the club
Nonethelgas Miss Crowley was
preparation
been
ustudy
held
in
Ingrid
has
sion
ie-making,
will mee:- at . the home of Mrs. house at two-thirty o'clock. The
for the week of prayer for home
nique. The other day we were mighty amused when she found
Thomas Janes North Seventeenth Tappan Stave Company w i 1 I
missions and the Annie Armshooting a scene. in which she out she wasn't to sing or dance
demonstrate the new electronic
Street, at one o'clock.
strong offering.
was coming down a• stairway. in Universal-International's "A- •
• 4 *..
-•
oftavder
by
the
The
devotism
was
given
There
is something-strange in pache Agent" white the Indiane
•
•
•
•
of
....The" Young Women's pass
program
chairman.
Mrs.
Amanda
never actually did ex- were to do such work.
her.
She
Homemakers
Wadesboro
the First Baptist Church, Mrs. The
Velma
Wisehart,
Mrs.
thing in the final -I used to believe that I had to
White.
actly
the
same
• E C. Junes. teacher, will. meet, Club will meet at the home of
presided
chairman
of
the
circle,
she
did
in the previous sing or dance exclusively in order
take
as
at the Murray Electric Building Mrs. Lowell Palmer at 10 o'clock.
meeting.
she kept to make a career for myself,"
rehearsals,
at
the
rehearsals.
In
•
at seven-thirty o'clock.
action Miss Crowley said. "I've never
Present
for
the
-meeting
were
right
looking
for
.justthe
••••
Friday. February 22
nine members, one new member,
and then when the scene was ac- been so happy abeut being wrong.
The Coldwater Homemakers
The Alice -Waters Circle of the
."And, the way things are workMrs. Vester Orr, and one visitor,
tually shot she did it";
first Methodist Church will meet Club will gneet at the home of
ing out, I get time to go to U-I's
Byers.
Effie
Mrs.
Mel
Ferrier
'said:
Co-star
Dewey
Bartell
at
ten
Mrs.
in the social hall at seven-thirty
• • .•
"It was tireal pleasure to work talent „workshop to keep up my
a-clock. Mrs. Van Valentine and o'clock.
..FLOWERED window of Plywith
her. We helped each other singing and dancing."
Mrs. Cleo Sykes will be hostesses,
Class
To
Meet
VW
meuth Congregational church
and
tried
to find the right tone." Miss Crowley, a New Yor
• • ••
In Miami, Fla., makes a fine
Evening
Gravier, Bergman's drama student, began her awe
On
Monday
Circle V. Ot WSCS of Firs:
setting for wedding photo of
in a vacation-time role in • 'the
maid, said:.
The Young Women's Sunday
Methodist Church will meet at
actress Louise King and Peter
Class of the First Baptist
• "She is one of the sweetest chicago company of .'Carousel."
--School
driver
race
English
the home of Mrs. Dean HumCollins,
lier"filin debut was -411 the musiMrs. Mac Catlett of Bowling
Church will hold its regular
phreys, 1633. West Olive, at ses.- . Green is the guest of her 'parand automotive enginee r. persons I have dealt with."
cal. -Red Garte
and she also 'ra,"
Murray
monthly
meeting
at
the
Louise
Loves
To
Work
is
_
name
real
Bride's
en-thirty - o'cloek.
held an ingenue lead in a West
ents. Mr. and 'Mrs. Jahn Ward:
of
daughter
publiElectric Building on Monday,
kind"
said
•. •
"She
is
very
Li
She
Cordier.
Coast stage production of "Kiss
Mr. Catlett will join his wife
February 18, at seven - thirty
Andrew Curclier, executive as- cist Jean Paul riure.'-Sh-iiaer Me Kate."
Tuesday. February 19
'
here for the weekend.
HamDag
UN's
evening.
news'in
the
the
got
upset
or
with
o'clock
annoyed
sistant to
Circle N. 2 et the WSCS cit
•••
EN ROUTE to Parts to be married, Mrs. Ann Beck, 73, receives a
(t Verna/ want) papermen except when they ask- She thinks there:s another admarskjuld.
Mrs. Will Frank Steely wilt
the First Methodist Church will
big birthday cake from Capt William Connelly and stewardess
Rita Carolyn is the name
ed her indiscreet questions about Vantage atto de•-emphasizing her
be the devotional speaker. Mrs.
meet 'with- Mrs. Lotion Clanton- chosen by' Mr. and Mrs. Robiaii.
Marilyn Mulkey in Ch:cagu. Mil. Beck is marrying her childhood
dancing
the mcfrnent.
J.. M. Cdrivrirse is in charge of
her private life.';
sweetheart, Camille Lambert. 73. She Is from Marshalltown, Ia.,
at her home on Vine Street. Mrs.:Brandon of Murray Route Four
-I can dance pow, and it's
Music Department
the program.
Every evening Miss Bergman like
Walter Wilkerson 'will be co- for their daughter, weighing Sevhas seven married cruldree, 25 grandchildren. •-• (Interautsoisai)
work,"- she said. ,
The president, Mrs. Bethel To Meet Tuesday
drove trim the studio into Paris
_
rosiess: tars. A. W. Simmons has en pounds '7 La aunces. born on
•
Richardson,
spent*
and
the
teacher,
Mrs.
to
the
Raphael
Hotel.
She
charge of the program.
The Music Department of the
West Berlin has a swimming
, Tuesday. February 5, at t h e
E. C. Jones, urge all members Murray Woman's Club will hold quiet evenings with hen three pool
• • ••
1
'tor dogs.
'Murray Hospital.
and visitors to attend. The hos- its regular meeting at the club children. five-year-old Roberto
Circle I meets at the home of
••••
tesses will be Miss Vivian Hale, house on Tuesday; February 19, and the two-year-old twins, Is'Mrs. G. B. Scott on West Main 1*" Mr. and Mrs. Billy Ray Titt
Mrs.'Joe Williams. and Mrs. W. at seven-thirty. o'clock in the abelle and Ingrid. Onlj, occasionLedger and Times File
Street at two-thirty o'clock. Pr'- 432 Fountain Avenue, Paducah,
Give them.
1H. Solomon.
ally did she visit the theaters or
gram leader will he Mrs. N. P. are the parents of a son, Richard
•
evening.
r
•
4LIF
clubs.
night
- courage...
Mrs. Nora Ez,e-lt passed away at her home on Murray
Blake,' weighing: .seven pouLkas
"Music Is Love" is the, theme
Miss Bergman has a heavy
of
years
age
wasiad-She
morning
er9
.05.
Group.
IV
six
this
Of
CWF
route
seven ounces born on Thursday,
of the program to be presented schedule ahead of her-the film
Pr,."
The Kirkses.- Homemakers Club Eebruary:
. 7. at the Murray Hos. and death' was attributed to complications following an Meets At Home
at the meeting. Mrs. John Pasco, "Anastasia."" for 20th Centuryvaill meet at 'the home of Mrs. pital.
chairman of the department, Fox. a French stage verifiin of
extended illness.
,Jaekie Trials at ono-thirty o'clock.
••
urges all members' to attend.
Survivors are her. husband; bne daughter and two Of Mrs. Hutsou
• • •• •
*"...Tea and Sympathy' and a tour
.Mr and Mrs. Jeu'el Terry
The hostesses will be Mrs. of'.Latin America with husband
Group IV of the Christian
,The thristian Wotrien's .Fel- Cart of Murray.:_ 'wine Two sons, eight grandchildren and eight great grandchild,ren. Women's
Charles
James,
Mrs.
Harold
Gish,
uw;
_
F
e
t
i
o
c
sh
_,
c
,
F
hiern
o
e
tt
the
Fi
First
th
rs
e
t
Roberto Rossellini presenting a
Mr. and-Mrs. I uther_Suggi_of_Lynn_Grove announce
lowship .of lhe First eWristian rahnounce the birth of a son.
"MrST if. Glenn Dora-ri, Mrs. G.r- stage play, "Joan At The Stake',"
Church will meet at the church Garry Dale. weighing seven the marriage of their daughter, Lillie. 'to Pvt. Henry home of Mrs. Woodfin Hutson
nett
Jones.
Mrs. Ray Kern, Mrs. "I love it." she said of this
on
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Adams, 509
at two-thirty o'clock.
...pounds four -ounces. born on Thomas Adams. son of
Sycamore Street for the Febru- Howard Olila, Mies Madelyn hefty program.
.
* • •, •
Murray.
Poplar
Lamb, and Mrs. W. H. Mason.
February 11, at the
ary.m
bt morning met_ ing. .
Asked which country she preMurray Assembly No 19 Or- Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Vernon- Finney of Appalschea,
Murray Hospital. The Cavitts
Howard Titsworth gave
fers to work in, she said:
der of the Rainboi, for Girls will have" one .other child, a daughter Va.. announce the birth of a son. Michael Dwight.' M r•si the rs.
•
program on "Southeast Asia" Age Does Not
"After working in Stockholm,
_444_ at ruanteci._Jutia .•
•
Dell- Finney. mother of Mr. Finney of MurraY .11 as return- k bringing out.. the- -importance of
TiollYWOoa,**KOnte- and --Paris II
- seseri O'clock.
,
,, • • • •
Make Diet Change
'his area to the world.
ed from a visit with her son and family.
r •••
come
to
have
the conclusion that
Denise is the name chosen by
The devotion was given by
• Mrs. Fannie John, age 59, died ,this morning at
All circles 'of' the WMS • of Mr. and Mrs. Robed Mason.
fell Mrs. Robert Hahs from the book
CHICAGO -RP- Persons over my preferences depend on the
EdJohnson
Mrs.
Hospital.
Mer"eld
at
the
4:40
*B.M:
. Mensorial , Baptist Church will -wards of Benton Route One for
parts_ I ana offered.",
Send
last Saturday night, breaking her hip. She was operated of Timothy. Mrs. Hutson is the 30 need not alter their eating
hove a rra:ssi, in
' I
g s"uds.
' • and coverar - daughter. ,xeighing six on in Mayfield and. her death is attributed to shock and chairman of the circle.
habits if the ha,. e an adequately.
ed. dial) liancheori_at_ toe cbur••••-i ., •.ncts IV
Flowers
ces --born On Sat- complications arriving froth:the-fan and operation.
-During---the -social hour re- balanced diet and are nut under
By likON BURTON
at six o'clock,
'unsay.
' February '
1, at the MurTHIS 11,51CM ASSURVS
• • ••
Poplar Street in Murray. freshments were served by the medical care, according to Dr. United Press Staff Correspondent
home
on
900
at
her
fell
She
rav Hospital.
•
• T141 FINS.* IN
hostesses,
•
. Melvin M. Chertack, clinical, in
. Hutson an
HOLLYWOOD --It?danc• Circle in of the WSCS of the
She was the wife of the late Andrew Johnson and the Vernon Riley, to the thirteen structor of medicine at the Uni- er-singer was cast RI a Astraight
••••
',Am-sorry R949 surrocc.
First Methodist Church will meet
sister of Mrs. Julian Sharpe who died this week.
_members and, one guest, Mrs. versity of Illinois College of Med- dramatic role, and all the dancing
in the-trona of lett. 17. V. Di-vel- Mrs-.G.- B. Jones
Larry Austin, son of Mr. and Mn. W. R. AiiSttn, Howard Nichols:
icine. ,
and singing done in the .film was
hiss 1111 Sycamore, a: t n. o'Opens_Her Home
. • •• •
Irvan Avenue, received a $100.00 check on January 24,
"Many patients develop prob- by Indians who were not thought SHIRLEY FLORIST*,
o'clock.
lems related to the fear of grow- of as dancers and' singers.
for knowing the mystery melody on station WJJD. Chi- • • • s
F Club Meeting
a00 North 4th
Ph, 188
post card identifying the melody lb-s. N. S. Bury Is
ing eld, and the fear that they
This apparent switch was to
Circle IV •f WSCS of the ,MrS Q B J.,nes •ipened her cago. Larry sent in a
rrttist eat differently, live differ-. the liking of the young woman
RA -Tennessee Waltz", which was correct.
Ilostess For Aleet
Murray, Ky.
First Methodast Church will Meet :borne on *South Eleventh Street • -ently and think differently, whep who really can sing and dance
Larry is II years and is a Member of Mrs. A. A. Do- Of Circle
in :he social' hati_of the eduea:. 'tor the meeting of the Eastside
VI! TUMS actually there frequently
is less
thirty Homemakers Club held on• Wed- herty's fifth grade,
- seamy building at two
Mrs N. S. RUC:: was hostess change in the required managenesday,
o'clock
February
13.
at
t
e
n
with
Beale
Mrs.
L.
L.
_.
ter the meaning of Circle VII ment of a well adjusted 70-year
.
l. o-ercielc---ih the mr•rrnrig:
as program. leader.
of the Woman's "Missionary So- old" than in A badly adjusted 30.• •. •
— LAST TIMES TONIGHT
• Presiding at the was Mrs. 011ie
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ciety of the First Baptist Charch year-old," Chertack said.
° The Woman's Missionary So. , Adair who also gave a_ report
DOUBLE FEATURE
held on Tuesday.. February 12, "Malnutrition is bad nutrition,
File
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and
Times
GUY MADISON
.cieiv
. • of the First Baptist Church , of the activities, at Farm and
at two-thirty o'clock in the aft- not starvation, and the malwill meet at the cnurch at two- , Home Week held recerrly at
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nourished 50-year-old is little
wedding
of
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the
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Fred
Mr.
and
in
"REPRISAL"
the
University
of
Kentucky.
I
thirty o'clock.
LeaThe first study on the
different from the mal-nourished
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'1 ington which she attended.
their daughter, Ruth, to Charlie L. Lassiter,, son of Mr. book,. "Hume Missions mission
USA," 20-year-aild, except that the older
The Dorcas Crass of the First
Mrs. Arlo Sprunger and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Lassite?.
DEAN MARTIN
was very ably presented by Miss individual may have suffered
Baptist Church will meet at the Mavis Jones gave the major
The single ring ceremony was quietly solemnized by Ruth Houston. She illustrated from the complications of maland JERRY LEWIS
church at -s'even-thirty O'clock, lesson on -Making . Draperies." 'the Rev. ii. P. Blankenship -at his home on Saturday points in the study with maps nutritiors over a greater
number
in "SAILOR BEWARE"
There was a discussion concern- afternoon, February 8. at 5:00 o'clock.
of years."
and pictures.
The Music Department of the Mg fabric. choice ,,f plain cr .
couple were attended by Mr. and Mrs. Richard
The
Mrs. Edgar Price, program
• Murray Woman's Club will meet pattern, length and construction Lassiter. brother and sister-in-law of the bride-groom,
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torn made drapes. The advantWednesday. February 20
prayer was led by Mrs. Melas $5 check.
Cannon,
-Th-a---- raja Ban..1 H..anasnajsees. ages of the custom made drapes Charles C, Cannon,- son of Mr. and Mrs.- R.' M.
Edward, Thomas Ray. 43-year
Linn.
Club will meet with Mrs. Leland over the machine 7-r,a de drapes is with the' Army Air Corps in Tokyo. He is now cornCOOL ROCK! HOT CLINCHES!
Refreshments were served by old sideshow performer. 'who powere discussed. •Various pleats pleting a course in radar.
. .
Alton at. one o'clock,
lice said writes with his feet
the
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to
eight
members,
••• •
were made also.
was -footbrinted7 at police headLt. Cannon:s Wife, the former 'Miss Edith Lax. and
SENSATIONAL NEW ROCK 'N ROLL NIT!
Lunch was served at the noon daughter, Edith e;harles, arc ‘i-iting Mr. and Mrs. R. M. one new member, Mrs. Clifton' quarters.
The J. N: Williams chapter of
Campbell.
and
one
visitor,
Miss
the UDC will meet at, the home hour.
Cannon at present. "
Houston.
of Mrs Luther Haiaelaseri lit, _The next meittuusogall_he_.held .
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up in his re.ek yani ros:.-. 'changed to James J. Robinson.
ea of the Visitors are always 'Welcome.
-7,-The MAI-A. :
Ledger and Times File
week, just beige the ca.._ wt.s "Nut to shorten it." he explained.
tianketed with a 4.6-inch snow- "I got tired of being called
'Llaeless' instead of Eustace."
Though the flood emergericv in Murray has abated
still a great deal of effective and efficient
extent.
some
to
GET OUR
relief .work is. being done_ in Murray:.
Man' refugee:: Are still in the homes of relatives-and
PER-SfA-N—ORANGE
,Maple Street-R-Tiedfriends and the mess luiTriirn
ing approximate15`, .:300 person,: each meal daily.
LITRE RICKARD
• Pneumonia took -the life Tuesday..of Mrs.. Minnie
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of Hora c e Parks, prominent
Parks. beloved
section. while Mr. Parks
*1 MAN NW MINN BRUM
of the cotinty in the
Sr re tk•!MIN f paStme MIS P MOON • 14161•111
of tilt same malady.
himself lay critically
leIMNI .0.10.1*,idif SLIPS • A(111
AMAMA PI,CIA49 09919411C1111111
Besides Mr. Parks, she is ur-•,ived by four daughters
and two sons.
Get In On Our Service
Tolley and Carson. logial grocers, are celebrating
week after beginning their
their-second anniversary
Special Now!
third successful year of litisiii,ess here.
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The store is a modern, up-to-date grocery carrying
()ANT %TIE
fresh
-vegerables
and
well
fruits,
as
line
of
STARK
a complete,
as -the highest grade of canned ;yowls. They successfully
MOCICS.
TRUTH
. operate a meat market in connection with their grocery,
ABOUT
Adams,..age 69,
Fueeral services..were held for I
•
JAMES DARREN
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,
'
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of
who
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afternoon
at
TEEN
Tiitirsday
All 'large_tractor's naing$50 00 worth af pneumonia AN ednesday folloW Ng a vveeR's illness at his
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.AGE
110441 CPAPRIR
Aurora.
lerro ANGER
$21.95 home nearimes,..retired
parts can get a paint job for
GANG
Ro5,4! BEARE
.Almo merchant and one of the
J. M.
No FREDDIE NIL ARO
WAR!
most successful- busine:-s men in Calloway County. was
kit sulitOYS
< ••• 14,t,
All small tractors using S50.00 worth of elected president of the Murray Wholesale Company, to
LOU 5EAR14I5* 8•4
•' 'ACA G•fir.3 • Bred c•
succeed the'llite W. S. N-warin at a meeting of the board
.k.11••• tk, ERMA FAA ES
S17.95
parts can get a paint job for
cL'rectors last Thursday-, hight.
0P`
tko SAMmtPAAN
Dmiette• 1510 5. SEARS
VC7 - G. (Hill) SWann I was elected a member .of thr
A
CI
OAP
1100E1i041
directors.
board of
A COLUMBIA PICIUK
back on her 113 years
e-res
MRS. SALLY POWELL sits plarldly and thinks
Mayor Foreman II. Graham was chosen VicP
shown
in
She Is
of life-back to the time when she was a slave.
dent of the organization. Luther Robertson was elected
Phone 1313
Last Main Street
infirmary, Chicago, where she marked her birthday
Forest
Oak
Carrot
director,
are:
Ed'Filinck.
Other
manager.
general
(intentatiesat Soundpu)to),
Len Sunday, February, 1014,.
—. .
Lassiter and Dr. F. E. Crawfor.d
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Sc per word for one day, minimum of 17 words for 150c - Se per
word for three days. Classified ads Sr. payable In advance.

_
FOR RENT

makes.

Write -or
call Allen's
Sewing Machine Ex.. 210 S. 4th.,
Padueah Dial 2-8900 or Murray
i M19P
AUTO, FIRE. LIFE, and Inland phone 1091.
•
THREE ROOM unfurniehed apt.,
- ----Marine insurance. Contact Wayne -and
Heim. near college.
RELeEF for those T.V. tired eyes
Wilson, phone 321.
.Halt
M I3C
on our SO' screen. See a techni- For appointment phone 1140 or '

• FOR SALE

I

am, paign To
il
Death
Grows

1,C

al...•••••••••.•••••••••••

$30. ,.

i

al's "AIndianeta-

color movie this weekend at the
Ph
s
F16C Murray Drive-In Theatre. Enjoy
yourself, you'll be glad you did.
WESTINGHOUSE
washer
and See ad Friday's Ledger.
FI6C
dryer. Like new. Call 159-R. •
Fl8P BABY CHICKS Book your order for baby chicks today at
your home town hatchers. Murray Hatchery. S. 4th S.
F27C
FORMAI
size 11
ink
1410-R, 1004 Payne. „

•
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in order
myself,"
e never
g wrong.
'e workto U-I's
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•

up my

MONUMEN'I'S
Murray Marble & Granite Works,
• builders of fine memorials for
°yea half century. Porter White,
Manaeer. Phone 121.
M16C

w Yorll
ir caseer
in ^the
arousel."
ic musi- •

SE- WIN
Domestic,

she also

a West
of "Kiss

MACHINES,
Brothel-.

Aggressive

Necchi,

Repair

all

Salesman

Over 40 Preferred
t her adling her
I it's
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For Protected Territory
High Earnings
AA1 manufacturer expanding
aggressive, -established industrial and commercial sals program to include building sup,

nt

w-inuning

.ply and construction field.
Earn... $10415,000 per year
selling Alumanation In Colors
-new process makes possible
colored
aluminum
coating.
Product guaranteed.
Enthusiastic, experienced
young executives insure close
home office cooperation; actics' promotion and Advertising program.
Leader in the industry; with
complete line. Provides fingncial, eyear-round security for
capable salesman or experI.enced businessman.
An interview with our Vice
President can be arranged.
Write: Vice President, 4050 W.
.150th St.. CleYeland It, Ohio

Male Help Wanted
.111.1.1=•1•MI

DO YOU QUALIFY?
1. Age ,25 to 411
2. Married and Good Health
3 .High School or Better
4. Own Car
5. Must Have good Character

and references. •
If you qualify we offer a
full time job with excellent
future.
Guaranteed
starting
salary $75 per week. Group
Insurance, Pension Plan, Paid
Vacation. For personee interview,
For appointment See
•
.111)_LIAN EVANS, aid. Sup.
or
Phone 487-W - Murray

Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home
SuperiOr Ambulance
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
- Friendly Service 311 N. 4th St.

Ph. 98

3ETH SEIFERT'S NEW NOVEL

721.

3 NEWLY decorated turnedPenalty
rooms with private bath, private
entrance. Hoe and cold water.
By LOUIS CASSELS
If interested phone 1454.
F18C United
Press Staff Correspondent
-WASHINGTON lit ---A church4 ROOM HOUSE with bath. Good
lee campaign
to
abolish
the
garden, small lot for cows. See
death - penalty is gaining innB. H. Dixon, 209•Maple, Murray.
rnentum in America.
Phone 1697.
Fl9P
Strong, Protestant drives are
-.- now
underway in New York.
4 ROOM HOUSE, gas heat, 106
California and Massachusetts. In
South 10th. Phone,. 14814 or see
each of .these sTates, Protestant
owner at 103 N. Idth St.
FI0C church councils
have 'adopted
•
resolutions declaring that capital
runishment is contrary to Chris-;
Ilan . principles, and
have .. appealed to the legislatures to do
A GOOD SET of World Zook away with it.
Encyclopedia. A 1 s o Childcrafte
Similar bills are, being pressed
Call Mrs. George Hart after 5:00 in at least a dozen other
state
legislatures this year, wtih varying degrees of church endorseLOST & FOUND
ment.

RV
ANTED to BUY!
-

- -

Six states already have banned
capitals . puniehment. They a r e
-114.ch.gan, Rhode Island, Wisconsin, Maine, Minnesota
ante
North Dakota.
I
The Massachusetts Council of
Churches cite.' the experience of
these states as an answer to
the mein argument usually advanced
for continuing capital
C L Burgess and Alice Bur
epurnshment: That it serves as
tss to Joe•Ha! Spann - lot
rlit deterrent to murder and other
I grave crimes.. There has been
E. D. and Myrtlene Shipley
no indicatio n, Massachusetts
le T. L. Winchester - lot
churchmen said, that the honucide rate has gone up in any
of the states that now
71
limit
-TELP WANTED
punishment of criminals to life
;imprisonment.
LADIES Wanted to earn from $2 The religious argument against
hour.
$5
Full or part time the death
a
ii
penalty 'was slatea
iirk. Must have car. No invest- succinctly by the legislative
comment, Write Manegert '4025 South mittee of' the New York state
3rd St., Paducah, Ky.
FIEP Council of churches:
"We hold that life is the gite
of God and should not be destroyed
by a n
indi\ idual or
•
state."
LOST: Yellow and orange stripped kitten around five months
old. Strayed away Tuesday evening. Phone 3037
F18C

I

Land Transfers

I

1

A Call for Doctor Barton
fur itz...-xtmegnizarvicze-r=.."117.=

Combat Units Medium Car
In U.S. To Be Speed Record Dispersed
Set Thursday
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to destroy" enough of our bomb- mobile circles, being the owner
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37- Newspaper
27
paragraphs
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the Indianapolis 500-m:le race
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31
White said the dispersal pro- in 1955 and 1956.
fire god
re'd$1042,UR
75-impri•humert
gram
would
be a
Bob "Red" Byron of Palm
means
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In any 'case, he said, air detin-.Sun rod
rfoisy, high-speed jet planes. •
8.7,- A meNean
fense bases and fields * used by
soldier lcolloci
White said aircraft noise is
reservists must be near towns
1.•
/Me •• Jelled inspon •
•
"the' greatest single
point
of
and important target areas'. He
,
friction" between the Air Force
said the noise problem would
and the conemunities near es
be reduced as more • missiles.
bases. Ire said locating new air
which stand "silently in place
bases away from population cenat ready to go," replace airters has proved -of little value
planes.
terecause they quickly spawn- new
The conference • also heard
communities.
discussions of steps being takeh
to reduce the noise leyser of
NO EXTRAS
the position that the greatest big commercial jet
transports
TO BUY!
crime - taking human Me - and to cone with the air traffic
the
greatest punish- control pi-Obi-ern.
deserved
ment.
Milton W. Arnold. vice presi• Deluxe Model - Full
In this country, there are many dent of the Air Transport AS' Thick
11
/
4
Protestants who believe that cap- sociatiml. said noise suppressors
• Won't Warp, Sag or
ital punishment. however' re- would make jet transports going
pugnant to Christian mercy, may into service in another .two years
Stick!
be in the same "necessary evil" -as quiet as present day airliners
• Never Needs Painting
category as defensive war.
Moreover, he said, the jets
Includes: 2 glass panels; 2
The Human Catholic church vefll climb faster:' thus gree ei
screen
panels, pneumatic closdoctrinal away from communities me
a
has never taken
er, chain check & knob lock.
stand against capita! punishment But he said noise suppressors
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in this country.
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SAVE!! PRICES SLASHED ON

Aluminum Storm Doors
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Sturdily Built
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WALLIS DRUG
Will Be OPEN This Sunday
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sense
said Grady "I was
"Yea
"I'm sorry. Gredy apologized
Without it. spilling tr a m nis un•
He saw Joe Perry smile
,
nerved nand no irsterilii again to "I was thinking."
I KNOW WHAT YOU
sies,
-I asked il you already -,e- Judge CowaTi
eraise .for Ms care at Judy Nolan.
MEAN,SLATS -And,- ne continued, -I can aulonged
club.to
said
any
service
HARDLY
htOCKY
--I
FACT,
tie Orought an Pearl's name to
'5 A
WE'D BETTER
Mo with a grin He was a very the merits at membership in your
share the limelight and the corn
:OGNIZED YOU WHEN YOU CAME
HURRY
club
elm:lents ne evert managed to tell tag man. Elmo Chronister. with
DOOR,
LOOK
THAT
-.OL:GH
YOU-YOU
NOW,'
Kt." said Mo "I'll advan,
a humorous anecdote about The yellow -blond hair cut into a someLIKE
A
DRESSED
7../FUL NICE,
what lone crew cut, very blue your name. Pronto,'
girl
MEAN:
6IRL, I
After dinner, tables ot bralk•
,
In turn these others told nun eyes and a otg mouth that smiled
were 'set up, with Mo aa.braing
about Pearl When the girl was widely over clenched white teeth
Grady arisvvered in the nega• that he'd start at iea.t. paires
sixteen net mother nad remaroft with June He aseemeo a
ried a wid• wet with roll, small tive explaining that the admissions doetbi ot a tog city nos sorts of privileges with the rclf
- clad/IT-en Pearl Sad walked .--ut
told of things they non done to
the noose -She said. told tone pital nad little tree time tea good
grittier. mentioned ()the - that tie
with a gay ratizt -that if she Wile will itineheons or other activates
at least. planned to dr with ebt
entruisi
-Well, then.' said Mo
going to tathy-tend she'd an it
It was evident, from nil mariner
where she'd he paid knd SIP'S rustically "1 think you belong .11
that ne eneeidered June his gm
ne.m on net own ever since the Lions rd like To propose your
though she wore no ring eni
, to our group. Doc."
You're mcky to nave ner Dr !Unit
wnen Grady drove nome after th•
"Why- that's very Kind,"
Bart on
pieasani evening it was with th•
"It's 7: thing You ehould do.
Then she turned smiling, to
-We're a service decision that Chronister could is
er,.. tot 1) 1.?.' 01/..-*"
greet the last guest Mo Chron• Mo Metaled
'hit and Dart' tileirIV interested have her
54
ister
competitiwithout
some
Not
-How's my WM r.sirlr' de- in civic matters We work nerd
from the new doctor.
mander, Mo and kept nil nand and we do a lot ot good We rely
Who of course was "married
upon the sash et her slerder glassea tor a child, we nag the
LULABNElt
Though now definitely. ther,
waist when ne turned to speak town council to repair a tad spot
anothet
tirad,
woman'
was
And
with
the
se
nelp
the
street.
in
IV 'he new doctor
GOT TA PAsii MARRYIN' SAM
polio drive lisanhitte the Salva should .lose no time 'clivorcins
DOODILR kap
Grady contented niniselt with
or announcing that nhis wife
IN ADVANCE,AN'BRING HIM
tion Army Christmas naskets
KI
OffI'M GCNNA TAKE
'an extended nand eino a oriel
wife had divorced h:m
and we alive it lot of tun!"
PACK. MEANWHILE.,Y0'KIN
ACCORDIN.'L) it i' CCA.>E_ 0'Tii"
"How ars von Chronister?"
/
A SNOOZE. THIS IS m,
• • •
Mo it tined closer toward Grady
,
GIT ACQUAINTED WIF •10RE
-iiLLS,WiDDERS GOT TO PICK
The' /goon went in to*dinner.
WEDDIN' DAY!!
rhe days slipper] oy. busy an.
"You'd get a real bang out of a
SON'
LI'L
FUTURE
)P0 TH' CHECK FO'THAR
where Chrontster dominated the
Contentme. Grady -Lake.
stunt sonn coming up Doc We nappy
general table talk, telling various
4„
.121f4D
do It annually ft gets nor towns the Willett.'and the, People r' lb
.1thecikitelin_.a_ Jargon. 01 •IrIME itnmvn peen"; teen main/imam-. towmt -ntertr dim
.
tritl underworld usage His talk
One cray ne walked in the IS
You see with the co-operation
anod.ii and choppers end rnnee
of the highway patrol .they nave of a 4oft, leathery snow anti me
AA •MbleWhat Immune to the
reasons to he ohneine to mr--we June with randy After that. us
man whc nad for veers nelit
select a certatti day or night not pally ne went around to Usk.
Graily s o in Chicago.
knowe except to the committee- Street to 'borrow" company fir
Grady Wits Seated oeside June In advance. I mean and on 'hat his walk
°wan and would nave preferred night we flag down a car with S
Cha :twee walks, --,ey necani.
.aikang okciaisively to her and couple In it, arrest thetn you great friends. Grady and June
Jetting, net tWk tti him Mil the see We nriee them to the nail Peopl- in town mentioned !refine
a ter was small enough there where a dinne,
\I is bore neld -- them together and not only as
were twelve people premht for complete Wit,
tit wives 9110 0111 That rarity 01 011.171•11 noir eat 01'
Mo to prevents this whether that
girls' and
II and then we too, when wheels weer nenilnhle
was hit tntentor not.
,milli.", r•ande merit. ei rInny
shower that coin-tie tette esere out The'
.I\ on
•
as
, t
us,
•
lief skin was clear and fine, her night, service their ear, they nave
(7t, Bra Curstrauedi
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Sirawberry
Rash Breaks
Out Again

and strawberries- a r e coming
back. Campbell County agriculAural agent Sam Porter points
out.
upActrotate.„Oastancrathewas back

-

i
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Research Brings Out how Deaths And Injuries
America
Can Be Held To A Minimum. Auto Wrecks Rose Selection
California Has
Anniversary
Unique Bond
Act

For Their Veterans

Urged For
More Men
Training Is

Mrs. Nash...

TERhirrts

TROUBLE

NAMESAKE

SHEBOYGAN, Wis,
FARMS,
PONTE
GROSSE
A
Mich.--46-- The mystery of the Sheboygan archeologist, Frederick
goldfish that disappeared from A. Peterson. said he came across
the backyard pond 'of Mr. and en unknown species ef spid%
Mrs. Federick H .Cross was solv- while exploring an Indian cat.
•
ed when a bird with a flee-foot' in a Mexican jotingle on a recent
wingspand and curtain-red' legs scientific expedition. "It was big,
so I asked our
was seen visiting the place. The fat and
bird, identified as a blue heron, botanist, to name it alt,tr me,".
January 1st marked the beginis also known in ornit.hology 'Pete:non said. "He obliged, with
ning of a twelve-month celeTetersenella.' "
bration of the' Twentieth An- books as a "fisherman."
niversary for All-America Rose
Selections, the national association of rose hybridizers and
nurserymen Since its inception
in .1238. probably nn.-other-singte
group has done so much to
raise the standards of the rose
growing industry both here and
abroad.
The A.A.R.S operates 25 testing stations located in various
parts of the United States where
the best of the world's new
rose introductions undergo two
year trials under a uniform judging system. The roses are constantly joelged on their performance
13 categories which
represent the ideal characteristics
found in a superior rose. The
trio' gardens. pre•sor located aw
to offer 'the widest range of
soil and climate conditions.
At the conclusion of the two
year testing period, the . scores
are compiled by 'the National
Rose Jury, and only the very
finest of the new ' roses are
given the All-America Rose Self,
ections Aoard .— the highest
horticultural honor to be given
in the United States.
Since thO first Awards were
given in 1940. only 45 roses oo,
- • ' - world have
from all
- honor. An inbeen gi- rse•erity of the
dication ot
tests can he s an ay the fact
that ;Tr IOSI th s A.A.R.S. refused to • o- rev f the entriee
it was felt that
this hono:'
nemet the rigid A.A.R.S.
none
standards.
The entire horti • atural world
looks forward to this Twentieth
Anniversary "ear of All-America
Rose Selections which holds
promise of even greater rose
developments than eoer before.

the 1956 crop, fresh or processed,(
totaled a neat 52.551.320.
By ROBERT J. STERLING ...opened on impact. and a detailMany of the new acres are
in localities *here commercial United Pram Staff Ca-respondent ed repo* from the doctor wh o
NEW YORK VI— At 12,02 examined the victim,
berry raising is a new industry.
NEWPORT. Ks ,814
Ken- sueh as the areas around More- a.m.. Oct. 18. 1956, a 49-year
Each description of injury was
tucky is breaking out with a head, London and Somerset.
old Virginia farmer became a accompanied „by- a report on
second case of "strawberrY rash."
Another reason for the berry corpse inset county morgue and how it was sustained.
end everybody is happy about boom is the tobacco acreage a statistic in the nation's traffic
Describe Injuries
By JERRY REYNOLDS
it.
control program. Farmers . were toll.
Item: .
United Press Sett Correspondent
The succulent red berries were looking for a substitute crop
He died when his 1952 four"Crushed chest from contact
SACRAMENTO Calif. — tIP _
very nearly' a casualty of the for their tobacco acreage, and deer sedan hit a telephone pole with steering wheel hub after
California voters in November
atomic age in Kentucky. but strawberry beds began to ap- The accident was typecal of a collopse of spokes and lower
overwhelmingly approved a $500,-,
now they are staging a comeback pear where burley tobacco - once Jot of °them But the way it
000.000 bond issue -the 'Veterans
as one of the state's most im- grew.
was investigated was different.
There Were others:
Bond Act of 1956, the only one of
portant crops.
About four days later, a large
It was a natural, Porter notes.
"There was a four inch lacera- its kind In the-tinited
States.
,
From :925 to 1945 strawber- Strawberries need about t he envelope was delivered to 316 tion of forehead of victim caused
The half billion dollars derived
ries *ere raised on about 10.000 same type of soil as burley. E. 61st St., New York City. by contact with flying windfrom the bonds will be used to
Kentucky acres, putting the'State and both require a large amount addressed to the Division ,of shield glass."
finance farms 'and homes for
Automotive Crash Injury Reamong the nation's leaders but of. hand labor.
"Abrasions on left leg 'from
after 1945 the acresige dropped
Kentucky has a natural market search, Cornell University Medi- contact with emergency brake some 1.400.000 California veterans declared eligible under the
sharply
area for the crops. It lies within cal College It was signed by handle."
The bond act got such
The decrease was due to a 500-mile radius of one-third a Virginia state policeman. It
"Large puncture in the right program.
economic conditions, principally of the nation's population, with told simply and graphically how leg—with a gunshot wound— wide-spread approval throughout
industrial
growth
and
labor thost parts of the state within the man died.
from contact with control dial the state that it was declared
passed after the first few hours
shortages rattier than any de- overnight trucking distance of
The contents included sot pho- on car radio."
cline in profits. To the contrary. large population centers. New tographs of the death' car—two
All these items were fed into of vote counting Nov. 6. It will
net income for strawberry grow- processing plants are -being built interior, three exterior and a humming statistical machiqes. The continue a real estate financing
cluseup of the dead driver. Alss grisly details of. a human tragedy plan that for 34 years has proers in the 20-year period was in the berry-growing areas.
more than SI million annually.
Charles H. Janes of Cincinflati. supplied were road conditions became impersonal {Adoration/ vided the lowest rates of interest
Until 1945. the state's biggest President of Cumberland Frozen make and body style of the car in little cards, to be studied at no cost at all to California
strawberry area was in I he Pods, has opened plants at Lon- a complete desCription of damage by the project's. experts.
taxpayers r the state.
Jackson Purchase. especially a- don and Morehead within the to the vehicle: whether door
Since 1953, the auto crash
At 5 Per Cent
round Paducah Bowling Green past two years,
injury research program
Us" Under the terms of the act, vetalso was a center, but the Pa-aimpiled such studies of more erans who entered the armed
During the 1956 season, this
ducah market alone accounted one firm bought one million
'han 8,000 accidents, most of services from California are enfor 7.000 of the 10.000 acres.which involved injury or death. titled to borrow up to
pounds of strawberries, washed
$15.000 to
When the government -startle:1 and sugared them and hauled
lt is the only program of its finance homes dr
540.000 for
building the huge atomic enerfo• them to Cincinnati or Louisville
kind, on such- a large scale,
farms.
plant west - of Paducah. several in refrigerated trucks, for quick
'n the United States.
The act specifies a maximum
things happened. A lot of the freezing.
The sderces are state police
interest rate of five per cent, but
strawberry acres were bought up
All told, in 1956 processors
-15‘111' accident investigators and doc- the rate actually
has been set at
by 'the government for the plant. bought 5.066.109 pounds of bertors In' North Carolina, Virginia.
three per cent and the repayment
and lot of people who . worked ries in . Kentucky for a total of
uaryland, Indiana. Connecticut,
• in the strawberry fields went $725.720 paid to farmers.
Minnesota. Arizona, Teisas. Ver- period at 20 years. .
Of the vetreans' payments, the
to work building the new plant.
Strawberries once more are
mont, California. Pennsylvania
By TOM NELSON
principal and 214 per cent of
Other berry fields became hous- beginning to make a might tasty United
Press Staff C
pongee* ond New York, phis the city the interest goes
to repay the cost
ing developments.
dmeA on Kentucky's farm ecoof
Minneapolis.
Minn
send
They
WASHINGTON (IP —Selectiv,
But the -atomic •boom is over. nomy menu.
Service Director" Lewis B. Hers 'n their reports on special forms of the bonds. The other half per
cent pays the administrative costs
hey urged Congress to • ordeo supplied by the project.
From the data collected in of the program.
military training for some 3.7
idIADOCATII
PREVEM
-This compares ,with ..four per
million young fathers and 4F", these 8,000 accidents.' Cornell
cent and up on GI 'and other
researchers have learned that:
who are now draft deferred.
types of financing. For 34 years
Safer in Car
He told a House Armed Serv--Your chances of getting badly the veterans have repaid the
ices subcommitte studying th,
hurt or killed are greater if bends without cost to the state.
reserve and National Guard pro
THI DESTRUCTIVE TERMITE
grams that many men in th• oou're thrown out of a Car
Reserve Fund
(Continued from Page One)
han if you stay inside.
The bond act specifies that the
Invitational Exhibition held at two groups could "perform wel'
—The modern .automobile is maturity dates of the bonds be
Murray State College this fall especially in a ready reserve'
FREE INSPECTION
I reasonably strong container fof fixed so as to coincide as
during Homecoming. Mrs Nash He said they should be traine
nearly
ts human occupants: most in- as possible with the receipt
Murray in case of a "large mobilize
graduated
from
os as
of reunes
or
deaths
Hershey
by
caused
tion"
are
payments from the veterans.
State in art in 1955.
he
occupants
tossed
getting
amade
the
proposal a
So prompt and faithful have
Four others from Murray ex—Licensed and Insured— hibited works in the Wesleyan Maj Gen. Edgar C. Ericksor ound inside or hurled completely been their payments that the
'ut
of
the
container.
head
of
the
Army's Nation:"
binds heve been paid on schedule
I show They were Prof William
Sue Kelley
The Cornell research is not
Wahnsley. art instructor of Mur- Guard Bureau, disclosed tha
very time without state moner
-oncerned
with
what
causes
he
opposed the administration'
an I and a special
Phone 441
ray State College. Miss Majorie
reserve fund" of
•ccident. Its emphasis is on the!
new six-months- training pre
By DOC ctLiGG
several million dollars has been
' Shernwell. MSC graduate of 1951,
ocident
itself
arid
how its injgram for 'National "Plaid re
art
senior
Suzanne
Seel,
built up to meet unexpectd con- United Press Z...aff Correspondent
Miss
17-Producing
effects can be lestrusts.
NEW YORK 81'Brokers,
major from Benton. and John
ened Here are some of their tingncies.
Cripple' EntistMenta
messengers. and clerks looked BP
I McIvor, graduate art student at
Sine
1922.
that
state
has
arenclusions:
I Enckson told the subcommitte
scurrying
the University of Illinois.
—A seat belt, because it helps ranged 92.000 financing contracts startled from their
; that even with "our most opt,
York Stock
New
the
of
floor
the
I
under
the
plan.
Some
59,000
,revent
still
both ejection from a
rnistic estimates." the burea
ar and violent movement with- are on the books, with contracts Exchange when a group of stock
expects Guard strength to dm
a car, can save lives and held by veterans of World Wars purchasers in the gallery let out
by 30.000 by the midle of ner
a warwhoop.
-duce the frequency and-severity I andoll and the Korean War.
year Guardsmen maintain al.
This was a soprano warwhoop.
f injury.
Since housing is a serious laailathe new training program wou'
—Safety door locks, when en- lem in ..California the—low inter- It came from the throats of 21
cripple their enlistments.
REPORT CARD
aged, will prevent doors front est loans are popular. During the members .of the sixth grade of
Erickson. said he first ado,netting in crashes and 'will course of a month an average 800 the Fox Meadow Public School
cited a "split" program aft.
Suliject
Grad
,
reatly reduce injuries.
• which a guardsman would Er
properties are financed under the in Scarsdale; N. Y
Both seat belts and safety plan at an investment
They had just bought, with
, three montns training a year fr
totaling
cies were introduced by the some $7.000.000.
two years. When - his superiro
rather hard earned garage-clean,
Oomobile industry in 1956. The
verruled him, he said he sue
Payments cost the veterans ing. snow-sheveling. leaf-rakir, i•
roject has been putting special about $5.55
gested a straight three-snort'
a month for each $1.- cash, one share of RCA stock
-nnhasis on accidents involving/
training program
- 4 from the eat000 they borrow. For a full $15,- They had watch'
'
154
.
and
'57
cars
equipped
This would be similar to th
with 000 loan on a Nene,
purchase was m ale.
the total, lery as the
hese
features.
comoaring them paymimt
11-week plan now being pushe
And when the next RCA price.
is $83 a month.
••ith similar crashes of ears
hy 'he Guard
Erickson sat
32sw. flashed on a giant screen
-ithout
belts
or safety locks
that "we felt we could get twir
the 11-year-olds-10 boys and 11
"We try," says technical superas many men to volunteer fegirls- -piped a scream of excite'icon
Boris Tourin. "to comoare
o three-month period as for r
ment.
.x-month period." The Arm. occidents of 'equal intensity oc•Because they were miners, the
decided on the straight_ .ix -urring under almost identical
stock had to be in the name of
onnditions. in order to judge
'ninth program
(Continued from Page One)
their teacher. But they h a d
objectively and fairly the per- posed a six-went
'Trainees Become Soft
-agreement on worked to raise the money. had
President Eisenhower told hi, formance of such items as safety the
Middle East
Fre called, studied vario•us companies, and
news conference Wednesday that belts and door locks."
among other things, for t h e had had classroom visits from
Compiles Other Data
two three-months period wet"
abandonment of American mili- Some brokers and a banker beThe project also is compiling
; no substitute for a six-month,
tary bases an that area and for fore making - tip their minds what
, program because the trainee- data on recessed steering wheels,
and padded instrument panels an arms embargo to middle east- to buy
. become soft and have -to
While this group was at the
and sunvisors. It is just begin- ern countries.
• sothened up attain.
The Soviet proposal was simp- faryoung end of the scale, there
ning
to delve into a controversial
Tientarks:
Hershey testified there at
,
Mout five million in their late topie 'involving automobile stru- ly a calcu ated attack en allied does seem to be marked trend
-teens and early 20's who are rowel design—whether the so- defense& feilicies in the Middle of greater: interest among teenKAU 54ra1P14
StAfte Liefitevesezet
not now in service or in the railed "hardtop" styling is as lEast grel especially against the agers in securities. In Portsreserves. They include 1.4 mil- 'ate as r-d sedansconvtional two and Eisenhower Doctrine. u n der mouth. Ohio, seven high school
'•on fathers. 23 million class.-'
.• which American forces would be classes formed their own investSend your son or darhter back to school wldi snew
Not until 1957 did most manu- l used if neceasar to fight armed ment club and bought two shares
os "linaccetatable" and 1.3 milli,
facturers supply such standard Communist aggression
in the of Detroit Steel.'
Smith.( oront for as little as 1 1 a week. Five waded
available for 'service"
,
-seitpment as recessed s!(_--rnit Middle East.
Hershey called for training
In Nyack. N.Y., a high school
to choose trout.
heels
and
such optional items
It was announced at--once' that eeeialsttudies elite* decided to a0'he 1.3 million "available f-as
padded instrument pan-4s. the United States' would Oigree•to ply
service" He did not spell oor
the laboratory technique to
hat he mant by the tere- Thp project has not - colleeted Ithe U. N. debate.
the stock market. They brought
.'Iff!men+ data yet an their value
Bet he apparently referred
Talks
in nickels and dimes. appointed
men who meet army require- in actual accidents
It was announced that French study committees, read reports—
the Ni orlire first and fastest portsable typewriter
The auto crash injury research ;Premier Mullet
ments but are not called or,
will visit Presi- and came up withhon share of
because quotas are filled or ler program is operating under funds dent Eisenhower in Washington
American Zinc' The president of
from Cornell University. the U.
other reasons.
I on ,Feb. 26. British Prime Mitt-' the company came from St. Louis
The general said they shots" -s Defense Department and l'' S. ister Macmillan and the
Presi- later and addressed them.
be trained end used to replace , Public Health Service, as well dent
will meet in
Bermuda
In Union City NJ., RO seniors
'he "aging men" linen, the 2 5 as large grants from' Ford and March 21.
are buying through the monthly
--illion who already have pet Chrysler.
4
These will be the first talks investment plan in Keene Valm "varying terms of service"
iby the Allied "Big Three" lead- ley. N.Y.. a high school teacher
1r1 any case, he said many w'll
'
I era •since the British-Fm•notrat- senile that the students were
!be rejected unless 4F's are tiskI tack on the Suez Canal Zone, forming their own investment
; en
!which
strained relatiens serious- club.
said
chief
if
that
The draft
.
tr.
(
- Continued from Page One I
Thirteen states and the District
the nation suddenly needed 2
(Continued
Defense
Pope
from
On.1
emergency
of Columbia now have passed
Trillion men in an
Forv.ards• Hall 2t. Slurs 9,
Outlipiekg defense plans in the stock kifts to minors legislation
it would be faced with "zo
Heitise
Lampley 12
of C,immons. Defense permitting an adult to serve as
choices, tooth had"
.Sandys said___Lhat the custodian of the stock, with the
t He -field its would- Sievelto
new Macmillan government in- youngster's name on the certifiI call unorganized former service- • Guards: flielest. Ford.
tends to end conscription as soon cate also.
MurrayN52)
men and ''aging" reservists. or
Forwards: Heart
Pugh 4, as possible. British defense plan
/untrained men.
Wells, Rains.
revision is due primarily to the
Center: Hill 17,
urgent need to reduce governA "RIGHT" RESPONSE
COSTLY FISH
. Guards: Buchanan 18, .1srr,at ment spending. But Sandys at1 6, Roberts 1, Stout Futrell
tributed
it
also
to
the
develop•
NEW YORK IS — Former
DETROIT —AB-- Detroit at. Nment of nuclear warfare. He in- boxer
Louis Stolfi won on the
torney Dan Goodenough Jr hookft
gated
that Britain will con- first punch over Albert
KISSING 011,1ECT LESSON
Scott
ed a 314 pound trout while vate on guided missiles and with a right to the jaw ThursPATF.RSON, N J. ill --Pollen cen
OF THE
cationing in Wyoming He thought
Munster, who war convicoff r f other
clear weapons.
day. stoyi, 45. was featheralosit having it mounted, but
reckless . driving while kissini
• .
weight sob-novice (tamp in the
when he learned the high chit of
i aguiirsl, told
v H
PianseshaiiIcff,
C, Friday"ioen
County
Approximately 31.5 'per, ceht 1928 Golden Gloves When.-Scdtt,
the taxidermy agreed to have the Louis
of the natir4Va trucks are on 44, attempted to rob Stolfrs
GREENE 0. WILSON - Mgr.
Phone 56
fish frozen and shipped home for wasn't kissing
her. She was farms. Another 29' pet cent are liquor store demanding "Let me
; dinner. Cost of the air express kissing moon. The Judge
.reversed in the nation's 115 most popu- have what. you're got." slugger
1CDD. package was $17.50.
the decision
lous counties
' '
Stout gave ft to him.
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LEON HALE
Announces For

County'Judge

•

Class 3uvs
Share Stock

;

Kelley's Pest
Control

This Week's.'..

I

sutzt.-tri4

Smith-Corona

Gine in and see it demonstrated

Terms Available

Murray...

Highly Qualified
SERVICE

MECHANIC

- 25 Years Experience -

TO THE VOTERS OF
'CALLOWAY COUNTY
I take this opportunity to announce my can„ didacy for the office of County Judge subject to the
Democratic Primary to be held on May 28, 1957.
I was born and reared in Calloway Count
and have lived here' all -of my life. I received rrt
education in the Calloway County Public School-.
and Bowling Green Business University, Bowlinv
Green, Kentucky. I am a member of the First Bap
tist Church, Masonic Lodge, No, 105. Murray, Kentucky. and the Kentucky State Farm Bureau.
It has been my,privilege to work with th
County Judges and Fiscal Courts in all of the cowl
ties of the first and part of the second districts iii
establishing, building and maintaining different
types of roads which has helped to create a better
road system for Kentucky. I worked four years a,
Calloway County road agent, eight years as Ken
tucky State' Highway foreman. and eight years a maintenance suptrintendent of all roads maintain
ed by the State Highway Deyartment. in the First
District. I feel that this experience of working with
and for the people places me in 'a better position
to see the needs and help solve the proljems of th.
good people of Calloway County. -
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If I have the privilege of being elected County Judge, I shall always treat every person wit”
comes into the office with courtesy and promptnes---.
without regard to their race, creed or standing in
life, -and serve the people of this county- as they
have a right to expevt to be served. I pledge to th,
people that I will always observe the Golden Rul,..4
I will make a special effort to see everyone in
Calloway County before May 28; but if I fail to
see you -before that time, I take this means of earn,estly asking your support. .
Very sincerely yours,

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT.

Leon Hale

DAILY LEDGER 8r , TIMES
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